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Unit (7) 

The Past Perfect Tense 
EX. (1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

  1. Our basket trainer .................... us instructions before the match started.  

      a) gave                    b) had given                      c) was given                      d) has given         

  2. After I .................... my English notebook, I found it on the table.  

      a) seek                     b) had sought                   c) were seeking                d) sought         

  3. Sara had finished her project before she .................... shopping.  

      a) went                    b) had gone                       c) goes                              d) is going        

  4. My parents .................... for my birthday party before meeting me. 

      a) prepared             b) was preparing            c) had prepared                  d) prepares   

       

EX. (2) Make negative:   

 1. Salma had practised some exercises.                                                      

................................................................................................................................................................ 

2. They had made noise in the class.                                                   

................................................................................................................................................................ 

3. I had stayed up late.                                                        

................................................................................................................................................................ 

 

EX. (3) Ask questions: 

1. We had left the stadium after watching the match 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

2. My brother had travelled to London to study. 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

3. My friend had borrowed a library book. 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

4. The science teacher had shown us a video about oil in the science lab.                           

................................................................................................................................................................ 
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EX. (4) Do as shown in brackets: 

1. Walid had visited the Scientific Center.                                                                 (Make negative)  

................................................................................................................................................................ 

2. I went shopping because I had had a lot of free time.                                        (Ask a question)  

................................................................................................................................................................ 

3. After the boys (finish) their exams, they had a nice time together.                 (Correct the verb) 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

4. They (book) the tickets  before travelling to Canada.                                         (Correct the verb) 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

 

 EX. (5) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

  1. I couldnﾟt see the teacher because he ............................ before I arrived at the school. 

      a) had left                      b) has left                       c) was leaving                       d) left         

  2. He was very tired because he .............................. the bags upstairs. 

      a) have carried              b) has carried                c) had carried                       d) carried         

   3. She looked at her car, but it was not there. Somebody ................................ it. 

       a) stole                           b) had stolen                c) is stealing                        d) steals       

   4. She answered all the questions in the exam because she ............................ very well. 

       a) have studied            b ) was studied             c) had studied                     d) studied         

   5. After they ......................... the visa, they went on trip to India. 

       a) had got                     b) got                             c) have got                            d) has got 

   6. It ......................... at night before I came back home. 

       a) have rained              b) has rained                 c) had rained                        d) rained    

      

   7. He couldnﾟt believe his eyes! His father .................... him a new laptop as a gift. 

         a) bought                 b) had bought               c) buys                      d) have bought      
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Wishes 

EX. (1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

  1. I wish I .................... play the piano in last weekﾟs party. 
 
      a) had played                    b) has played                    c) was playing                  d) played         
 
  2. It is very noisy next door. I wish they .................... the noise down. 

       a)  keep                             b) has kept                       c) had kept                        d) kept         

  3. I wish I .................... that yesterday.  

       a) havenﾟt said                  b) hadnﾟt said                   c) didnﾟt say                    d) donﾟt say         

  4. I wish I .................... at home when my cousins visited us. 

        a) were                             b) was                                c) had been                     d) am       

  5. I wish I .................... the time to go with you next week. 

        a) had                               b) have had                        c) had had                      d) have         

  6. She wishes she .................... her old friends long time ago. 

        a) can see                        b) saw                                c) had seen                 d) will see     

  7. I wish .................... to the manager in last weekﾟs meeting. 

        a) had talked                   b) have talked                    c) talk                          d) talked      

  8. He wished he .................... it yesterday. 
 
        a) hadnﾟt forgotten          b) have nﾟt forgotten        c) didn't forget         d) hasn't forgotten 
     
  9. I wish I ...................., but I was so busy that I didn't have the time. 

      a) had helped                     b) would help                    c) was helping          d) was helped 

  10. I wish I ...................., but I am so busy that I don't have the time. 

      a) had helped                     b) would help                   c) helped                   d) was helped 

  10. They wish he .................... skiing with them, but he doesn't recover from the operation. 

      a) had come                       b) could come                 c) can come              d) could have come       
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Ex. (2) Use "wish" in the following situations: 

1. He doesn't play football.                                                

 ................................................................................................................................................................ 

2. She doesn't travel abroad.                                              

................................................................................................................................................................ 

3. I didn't see the film last night. 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

4. I don't have a garden.  

................................................................................................................................................................ 

5. I don't study hard.                                       

................................................................................................................................................................ 

6. They didn't win the cup.                             

................................................................................................................................................................ 

7. He failed in the exam.  

................................................................................................................................................................ 

8. I lost my money. 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

9. I didnﾟt see my old friend. 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

 

The Third Conditional 

EX. (1) Correct the verbs in brackets: 

  1.If I had seen her in my friend's wedding, I (ask) about her mother.  

  ググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググ. 

   2.If you hadn't come at 7:00, I (leave).                                                         

  ................................................................................................................................................................ 

   3.He (learn) about other cultures if he had read more books.                      

  ................................................................................................................................................................ 

   4.If the man (be) careful, the manager wouldn't have fired him.                 

  ................................................................................................................................................................ 

   5.She'd have made new friends if she (listen) to her sister's advice.             

  ................................................................................................................................................................ 
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EX. (1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

  1. If he had listened to his mother, he ...........................   at home. 

    a) would have stayed         b) had stayed                    c) would stay                    d) will stay  

    

  2. If she ...........................  more attention she would not have crashed. 

     a) have paid                         b) had paid                       c) paid                                d) pay  

    

  3. I ...........................  that game if I had been you. 

    a) wouldnﾟt have played      b) wonﾟt play                     c) wouldnﾟt play                d) canﾟt play   

 

  4. I ........................... the game if I had not made so many mistakes. 

     a) will win                              b) would have won          c) would win                     d) won  

     

   5. If Maha had known about the test, she ........................... late for class. 

     a) wouldnﾟt have been         b) wouldnﾟt be                   c) wonﾟt be                       d) hadnﾟt been 

     

   6. I ........................... my homework on time if I had had time. 

     a) would have finished         b) would finish                 c) will finish                      d) can finish 

     

   7. I am sorry. I ............................ if I had known you were coming. 

     a) wouldnﾟt have eaten          b) wonﾟt eat                     c) wouldnﾟt eat                 d) didnﾟt eat    

 

   8. What .................... if there had been more time? 

       a) would you do                    b) would you have done    c) will you do               d) could you do     

 

EX. (3) Do as shown between brackets: 

 

  1. If I had had enough time, .........................................................................................  (Complete)  

  2. I would have bought a sports car if I had saved a lot of money.                           (Ask a question) 

   .................................................................................................................................................................. 

  3. If I had been in this area, I would have joined this voluntary campaign.              (Ask a question)     

   ググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググ.. 

  4. We were happy because my father had come back home from London.            (Ask a question)  

   .................................................................................................................................................................. 

  5.The thief would have broken into the house if the window had been open.        (Make negative) 

   .................................................................................................................................................................. 
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Unit (8) 
(a / an / some / any) 

EX. (1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

 1. Have you got .......................... brothers or sisters? 

    a) some                        b) any                            c) an                             d) a         

  2. We need .............................more milk. 

     a) any                           b) a                                c) an                            d) some       

  3. Would you like ..............................more bread? 

     a) some                       b) a                                c) any                          d) an         

  4. Our team hasn't won ...............................game this year. 

                 a) some                       b) a                                c) an                            d) any         

  5. He hasn't done ..............................work for ten years. 

     a) some                       b) a                                c) any                         d) an         

  6. She has got ................................ interesting friends. 

      a)  a                             b) an                              c) any                         d) some         

  7. Are there ................................. restaurants near here? 

      a) any                          b) some                        c) an                           d) a         

 

 

EX. (2) Complete the following sentences with (a/ an / some / any): 

 

  1. I bought ........................... car last week. 

  2. He has ........................... apple after lunch. 

  3. She gave me ........................... pair of shoes. 

  4. I saw ........................... movie last night. 

  5. They are staying at ........................... hotel. 

  6. I do not have ........................... friends. 

  7. Do you like ........................... orange juice? 

  8. I read ........................... amazing story yesterday. 

  9. We have met ........................... people in the conference. 

  10.  Salim has discussed ........................... issues with his family. 
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Collocations 
 

EX. (1) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

  1. Dana used to ............................. shopping e when she was young.   

     a) play                          b) do                           c) go                           d) playing         

   

  2. I ............................... football with my friends when I have time. 

      a) do                           b) play                        c) go                            d) doing         

 

   3. They .............................. Karate in Japan. 

      a) playing                   b) do                           c) go                             d) play         

    

   4. My son likes to .............................. volleyball. 

      a) play                         b) do                           c) go                            d) doing         

    

  5.  Last Friday, my uncle and I ............................. fishing and caught some fish. 

      a) went                        b) did                          c) played                     d) go         

    

  6. Learning how to .............................. golf takes a lot of time. 

      a) do                             b) go                           c) play                        d) going         

 

EX. (2) Do as shown in brackets: 

  1. This fish is very big.                                                                                                    (Make plural)  

 ................................................................................................................................................................ 

 2. They prepared some cards for the occasion.                                                     (Make negative)  

................................................................................................................................................................. 

 3. She does some exercises daily in the club.                                                        (Ask a question)  

 ................................................................................................................................................................ 

 4. Sara (go) tennis every week.                                                                                       (Correct)  

 ................................................................................................................................................................ 
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Unit (9) 
       Reported Speech  

   (Statements) 

EX. (1) Complete the following sentences: 

  1. "This is true-I broke into the house from the rear window."  

  - The thief saidググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググ.グググググググ 

  2. "I am going to buy this house because of the low price and to invest in it"   

  - The rich businessman explained ググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググ.グ... 

  3. "We start business to make more money for ourselves and for our families." 

   - They said............................................................................................................................................... 

  4. "Adel can't come to our party as he has an exam tomorrow."  

   - Adel's wife explainedググググググググググググググググググググググググ..グググググググググググググググググ..グ.ググググ 

  5. "Sure, I'd come to the movies with you."  

  - Our friend confirmed ググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググググ.グググググググググ.グググググ 

  6. "I was not the one who stole the car."  

  - The man saidググググググググググググググググググググググググ.グググググググググググググググググググググググググググググ 

  7. "If it rains, we won't go to the stadium."  

   - Mona said to us ...................................................................................................................................  

  8. "I study in a very big university."  

    - Miss Randa said ..................................................................................................................................  

  9. "We visited the national museum last week."  

 - My friends said ......................................................................................................................................  

  10. "I am going to make a cake for your birthday, today, Sara." 

  - Mother told Sara ...................................................................................................................................  
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EX. (2) Change into reported speech: 
 

   1.  Ali said," My brother is going to study abroad this year." 

    ................................................................................................................................................................ 

  2.  Rabab said," My uncle visited us last week." 

    ................................................................................................................................................................ 

  3. The manager said," Girls, your Projects were amazing!" 

   ................................................................................................................................................................ 

  4. Nora said," I am so happy to meet you, Mrs. Jane."       

    ................................................................................................................................................................ 

  5. The policeman said, "The thief managed to escape." 

   ................................................................................................................................................................ 

  6. I went to the market yesterday ", Ali said.                         

   ................................................................................................................................................................ 

 

Unit (10) 
Conjunctions 

 
EX. (1) Join the following sentences: 

1. My grandfather is extremely ill. They will carry out an operation for him.     

............................................................................................................................................................. 

2. She is really helpful. Everybody likes her.                                                     

............................................................................................................................................................. 

3. Bacteria are harmful. Some of them are useful.                                                   

............................................................................................................................................................. 

4. My uncle has established many companies. He invested his money in profitable business. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

5. He is always busy. He still feels lonely. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

6. Travelling is interesting. Staying at home all the time is boring. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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Unit (11) 
Reported Questions 

A. Yes/ No Questions 
 

EX. (1) Change the following direct speech into reported speech: 
 

1. Maher said, " Are you going to the beach today?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

2. Alaa said to Salma, ヱIs your mother cooking sushi now?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

3. "Was it a nice party yesterday?" Amal said. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

4. Jehad said, " Can I come with you, Dalia?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

5. "Did we do these tasks last week?" The girls said. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

6. Nasser said to Ali, " Have you enjoyed your time in the camp?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

 

B. (Wh. Questions) 

EX. (1) Change the following direct speech into reported speech: 

1. Maher said, " Where are you going today?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

2. Alaa said to Salma, "What is your mother cooking now?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

3. "How was the wedding party yesterday?" Amal said. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

4. Jehad said, " How can I help you, Dalia?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

5. "How did you find the exams last week?" The girls said. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

6. Nasser said to Ali, " What have you done in your free time?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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(2) (Commands / Request / Advice) 

EX. (1) Change the following direct speech into reported speech: 

1. Maher said, " Be careful when you cross the road." 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

2. Alaa said to Salma, "Don't be silly! I was just joking." 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

3. "Never come late to my class." The teacher said. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

4. Jehad said, " Try to tidy your room by yourself, Dalia?" 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

5. "Don't tell us lies," The girls said. 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

6. Nasser said to Ali, " Come with me to watch a movie tonight." 

............................................................................................................................................................. 

 

Unit )12) 
                                                       Adjectives 

 

 EX. (1) Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the words in brackets: 
 

  1. My house is (big) ................................ than yours. 

  2. This flower is (beautiful) ................................ than that one. 

  3. This is the (interesting) ................................ book I have ever read. 

  4. Non-smokers usually live (long) ................................ than smokers. 

  5. Which is the (dangerous) ................................ animal in the world? 

  6. A holiday by the sea is (good) ................................ than a holiday in the mountains. 

  7. It is known that diamond is (expensive) ................................ than gold. 

  8. Who is the (rich) ................................ woman on earth? 

  9. The weather this summer is even (bad) ................................ than last summer. 

  10. He was the (clever) ................................ boy of all. 
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EX. (2) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

 

  1. My sister is two years   .................................. than me. 

          a) young                b) as young                c) younger                d) youngest 

  2. Do you know what ............................. animal in the world is? 

          a) slow                      b) as slow                      c) the slowest                     d) slower 

  3. I think spring is ............................... season of the year. 

          a)  beautiful              b) very beautiful            c) more beautiful              d) the most beautiful 

  4. This information is .................................. for me than the previous one. 

          a) useful                   b) useful as                     c) more useful                 d) the most useful 

  5. Mohamed is ................................... doctor in our city. 

          a)  good                    b) good as                       c) better                            d) the best 

  6. That test was ................................ than the previous one last week. 

         a)  difficult                b) so difficult                   c) more difficult              d) the most difficult 

  7. Rima has got .................................. message from her parents. 

         a) long                       b) long as                        c) longer                          d) the longest 

  8. English is .............................. for me than Chinese. 

         a)  easy                      b) very easy                    c) easier                           d) the easiest 

  9. My phone is .................................. than my sisterﾟs phone. 

          a)  expensive           b) so expensive             c) more expensive          d) the most expensive 
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EX. (2) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, & d: 

  1. This car is ............................... car produced by this company. 

          a)  new                          b) so new                            c) newer                            d) the newest 

  2. What continent is ........................... America or Africa? 

          a)  large                        b) very large                         c) larger                          d) the largest 

  3. Do you know who ........................... woman in the world is? 

          a)  fast                          b) so fast                             c) faster                          d) the fastest 

  4. Mona is ........................... than Salma in my class. 

          a)  clever                       b) clever as                        c) cleverer                     d) the cleverest 

  5. Who is ........................... runner Mona or Sara? 

           a)  bad                           b) very bad                         c) worse                        d) the worst 

  6. Last winter was ................................ winter in our country. 

           a) cold                           b) cold as                          c) colder                         d) the coldest 

 7. Danaﾟs mobile is .............................. than mine. 

           a) beautiful                   b) very beautiful               c) more beautiful           d) the most beautiful 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Wishes 

 


